
Global Ministry Partner Priorities
Due to limited resources, particularly time and finances, we are only able to have a limited
number of partners through which we invest.  Thus, new global ministry partnerships will only be
considered if they meet the following focused qualifications/priorities arising out of our core
values.

1. All About Jesus – The ministry MUST exalt Christ and be Gospel-focused and
evangelistic.  Ministries or individuals will not be considered if they lean toward legalism
and behavior modification instead of relying on God’s grace in faith to change lives.
Moreover, the global ministry should be highly evangelistic and seek to proclaim the truth
of the good news of Jesus to others when given opportunities.

2. Centered on the Word – The Bible should take precedence in the ministry.  Scripture
should be foundational in the ministry and should not deviate from its teaching and
doctrine.

3. Rooted in Local Church – The church is God’s means for growing His kingdom in our
world, so global partners should work with and alongside local churches to increase
and grow the disciples in that community.

4. Indigenous Leadership Development – Multiplying disciples inherently involves
entrusting ministry and discipleship into the hands of nationals and training and
equipping them to lead others.  Nationals do not have to overcome language barriers,
learn cultural dynamics, establish trust, and permeate the community.  Often, national
believers know and understand successful methods for reaching people in their
community, which encourages longevity and self-sustainability.  Moreover, global partners
from the West should humbly learn and listen to national believers to develop best
strategies for multiplying leaders.

5. Least-Reached Peoples and Places – A priority should be on “frontier areas” of global
ministry among people groups where the “Christian footprint” is smaller. Strategically,
this means developing ministry partnerships and allocating resources to have a high
impact in areas of great need.

6. Church Planting – Reproducing new church plants that in turn plant other churches
should be a ministry goal.  These churches should fit the cultural context in which they
are planted.  New churches best reach the unchurched population, new generations, and
new people groups.

7. Multiplication Discipleship – Potential partners should have a discipleship strategy
that equips their disciples to make other disciples. The world’s population is growing at
an incredible rate, so multiplication discipleship is the most effective means for reaching
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our world for Christ.  The training/teaching should be reproducible and naturally lead to
handing it off to others to teach and train their own disciples.

8. Gospel Compassion and Gospel Proclamation – Their ministry should strive to meet
physical needs and spiritual needs – acts of service (gospel neighboring) tied with
proclamation of truth (gospel messaging). Priority will be given to the marginalized: the
poor, widows, orphans, and foreigners/internationals.   Short-term relief is fine as long as it
is strategic, guided, temporary, and works toward creating self-dependency.  The goal is
to help transform communities and nations through commitment to sustainable local
development.

9. Strategic Cities and Areas – To have the highest impact, a priority should be
strategically given to strategic global cities and areas. The reality is that things that
happen in strategic areas tend to trickle down to other surrounding regional areas.

10. Established Bethel Connections – All things being equal, unsolicited global ministry
opportunities will not be given the same weight as opportunities presented from
people with a personal, relational connection to Bethel. For individuals to be supported
by Bethel, they would have to be a member for at least a year.
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